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We study the HodgeKodaira Laplacians on an abstract Wiener space with a
weighted Wiener measure. Under some exponential integrability conditions for the
density function, we determine the kernels, establish the relation between spectrum
sets and essential spectrum sets, and prove the HodgeKodaira decomposition
theorem.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (B, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space. We assume B is a real,
separable, infinite-dimensional Banach space. The OrnsteinUhlenbeck
operator L plays important roles in the Malliavin calculus and corresponds
to the Laplace operator on B. Shigekawa [14] defined differential forms on
this space. He also defined the HodgeKodaira Laplacian gm on m-forms
and gave it an explicit expression, that is, gm=m&L. This gives us the
complete spectral properties.
On the other hand, Aida and Shigekawa [2] considered a triplet
(B, H, +F ), where F # D21 satisfies e
|DF |2H* # L& and +F=e2F d+B e2F d+.
Here D ps is a Sobolev space and D denotes the H-derivative. They defined
on a function space an operator LF corresponding to the Laplacian and
proved that it has only discrete spectra in [0, 1). In terms of perturbation
theory, they discussed perturbation of L on the original abstract Wiener
space.
In this paper, we consider differential forms on the triplet (B, H, +F) and
the HodgeKodaira Laplacian gF, m acting on m-forms, and study its
spectral properties. We impose a weaker condition on F ; namely, F # D21
satisfies (I) e |DF |
2
H* # L2+=p>2 Lp or (II) e |DF |
2
H* # L4+=p>4 Lp. Under
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(I), we observe that its kernel is the same as that of gm (Theorem 4.6).
Under (II), we prove the following relation between the spectrum and the
essential spectrum (Theorem 5.1):
_ess(gF, m)=(_(gF, m) _ _(gF, m&1))+1.
In particular, we obtain from this that gF, m has only discrete spectra in
[0, 1) for any m0 (Corollary 5.8), which is a direct extension of the result
mentioned above.
The class of F we deal with is a little larger than that of functions with
bounded derivatives. It means we can treat some unbounded perturbations.
What makes this possible is the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (L.S.I. for
short) proved by Gross [8]: for f # D21 ,
|
B
f 2 log( f 2& f &22) d+2E( f, f ),
where E( f, g)=B(Df | Dg)H* d+. In addition, Shigekawa [15] showed
that it implies the differential form version of L.S.I. in a general framework.
Our results are one of their applications.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give general nota-
tions and define operators on the space of differential forms. In Section 3,
we observe the domains of the operators. In Section 4, we discuss some
properties of the spectrum of gF, m and determine its kernel. In Section 5,
we demonstrate Theorem 5.1. Our method is fundamentally the same as in
[2], but the convergence of some approximated sequence of operators is
differently proved; we introduce Orlicz spaces and use interpolation
theorems. In Section 6, we mention the HodgeKodaira decomposition of
gF, m . In the Appendix, we summarize a few topics of Orlicz spaces which
are needed.
2. PRELIMINARIES
As we stated in the introduction, we are interested in an infinite-dimen-
sional abstract Wiener space; however, we remark that most assertions in
this paper that are not related to the essential spectrum are still valid in the
finite-dimensional case.
Let K be a real separable Hilbert space. For m1, we denote by
Lm(2)(H ; K ) the space of m-linear operators in HilbertSchmidt class from
H_ } } } _H
m
to K. We set L0(2)(H ; K )=K and L
&1
(2) (H ; K )=[0]. When
K=R, we omit K. This rule is also applied to the coming definitions. Its
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inner product and norm are denoted by ( } | } )(H*)m K and | } | (H*)m K ,
respectively. The alternation mapping Am from L
m
(2)(H) to itself is defined
by
Amt(h1 , ..., hm)=
1
m!
:
{ # Sm
(sgn {) t(h{(1) , ..., h{(m)),
for t # Lm(2)(H ) and hi # H (i=1, ..., n). The set Sm means all permutations
of [1, ..., m]. We set
m H*=[t # Lm(2)(H ); Amt=t].
Although this is a closed subspace of Lm(2)(H), we give a different inner
product and a norm to m H*, that is,
(t | u)AHS=
1
m!
(t | u)(H*)m , |t|AHS=(t | t)12AHS
for t, u # m H*. The exterior product is defined by
t 7 u=
(m+n)!
m! n!
Am+n(tu) # m+n H*, t # m H*, u # n H*.
We denote by Lp(0, &; K ) the K-valued Lp space on a measure space 0
with respect to a measure &. If 0=B or &=+, we usually omit each sym-
bol. Its norm is denoted by & }&p . When p=2, we often drop the subscript.
We set Lp+=r>p Lr, L&=r1 Lr.
The Sobolev space D ps (K) on (B, H, +), s # R, 1<p<, can be
equipped with several equivalent norms. For s # R and }>0, we define
& }&s, p, }=&(}&L)s2 } &p ,
where L is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator. For s # Z+, we can define
another norm by
& }&Dsp= :
s
j=0
&D j } &p .
We denote the natural pairing between D ps (K ) and D
q
&s(K ), p
&1+q&1=1,
by ( } , } ) . Also, we set D p+s (K )=r>p D
r
s(K ).
As for a measurable function F on B, we impose
Assumption (I). F # D21 , e
|DF |2H* # L2+.
Until Section 4, we investigate under this assumption. By the proof of
[1, Theorem 3.1], this implies e |F | # L2+. So it holds that eF # D2+1 , e
2F # D1+1
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and that DeF=eF DF, De2F=2e2F DF. We define F =F& 12 log E[e
2F ] and
d+F=e2F d+. E[ } ] stands for the expectation with respect to +. Note that
+F is a probability measure on B. We define Dm by
Dm=linear span of [ f (( } , l1), ..., ( } , lk)) e1 7 } } } 7 em ;
f # C 0 (R
k) for some k # N, l1 , ..., lk , e1 , ..., em # B*/H*],
where ( } , } ) is the natural pairing between B and B*. We consider Dm as
a space of smooth m-forms in L2(+F ; m H*) and L2(+ ; m H*). It is
dense in both spaces. D0 is also denoted by FC 0 .
For | # D1+1 (
m H*), we define
d|=(m+1) Am+1(D |), $|=D*|.
Here D |(x) is an element in Lm+1(2) (H ) which is identified with D|(x) by
the natural inclusion from L(2)(H ; m H*) to Lm+1(2) (H ); in the definition
of $, we consider m H* as a subset of L(2)(H ; m&1 H*). We also define
the operators dF and $F on Dm by
dF |=d|, $F |=$|&2i(DF ) |.
Here, i( } ) denotes the interior product. When we specify the degree of
forms being acted, we write dF, m for example. We remark that dF, m acts on
m-forms, but $F, m acts on (m+1)-forms. It is easy to see that dF dF|=0
for | # Dm .
The following lemma shows that $F, m is a formal adjoint operator of
dF, m with respect to +F .
Lemma 2.1. Let | # Dm and ’ # Dm+1. Then we have
|
B
(dF | | ’)AHS d+F=|
B
(| | $F ’)AHS d+F . (2.1)
Proof. We have
LHS=E[((m+1) Am+1 D | | ’)AHS e2F ]
=E _ 1m! (Am+1D | | ’)(H*)m+1 e2F &
=E[(D| | e2F ’)H* m H*]=E[(| | $(e2F ’))AHS]
=E[(| | &i(De2F ) ’+e2F $’)AHS]
=|
B
(| | &2i(DF ) ’+$’)AHS d+F=RHS. K
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Taking F=0, we see $ is a formal adjoint operator of d with respect to +.
Also, dF and $F on L2(+F ; m H*) with domain Dm are closable from this
lemma. The closures of dF and $F are denoted by the same notations. Then
(2.1) holds for | # Dom(dF, m) and ’ # Dom($F, m).
A positive symmetric bilinear form EF, m on L2(+F ; m H*) with domain
Dm is defined by
EF, m(|, |)=|
B
( |dF || 2AHS+|$F ||
2
AHS) d+F , | # Dm .
Lemma 2.2. (EF, m , Dm) is closable.
Proof. We define a symmetric bilinear form E$ on Dom(dF, m) &
Dom($F, m&1) by
E$(|, |)=|
B
( |dF || 2AHS+|$F ||
2
AHS) d+F .
Because Dom(dF, m) & Dom($F, m&1) includes Dm and is complete under the
norm (E$( } , } )+B ( } | } )AHS d+F )12, E$ is a closed extension of (EF, m , Dm).
This completes the proof. K
The closure of EF, m is also denoted by EF, m . The associated self-adjoint
operator is denoted by &gF, m . We consider this positive operator gF, m
to be the HodgeKodaira Laplacian of (B, H, +F ), acting on m-forms.
We define d F, m , $ F, m&1 and E F, m as the operators and the bilinear form
on L2(+ ; m H*) unitarily equivalent to dF, m , $F, m&1 and EF, m on
L2(+F ; m H*), respectively. That is to say, their domains are equal to
eF Dom(dF, m), eF Dom($F, m&1), and eF Dom(EF, m), respectively, and for
| # eF Dm ,
d F, m|=eF dF (e&F |),
$ F, m&1|=eF $F (e&F |),
E F, m(|, |)=E[ |eF dF (e&F |)| 2AHS+|e
F $F (e&F |)| 2AHS];
in other words,
d F, m|=d|&DF 7 |, (2.2)
$ F, m&1|=$|&i(DF ) |, (2.3)
E F, m(|, |)=E[ |d|&DF 7 || 2AHS+|$|&i(DF ) ||
2
AHS]. (2.4)
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The associated self-adjoint operator of E F, m is denoted by &g F, m . As a
convention, we set d F, &1=0.
Lemma 2.3. It holds that
Ran dF, m/Ker dF, m+1 , (2.5)
Ran $F, m/Ker $F, m&1 , (2.6)
|
B
(dF | | $F ’)AHS d+F=0, | # Dom(dF, m&1), ’ # Dom($F, m) (2.7)
and
Ran d F, m/Ker d F, m+1 , (2.8)
Ran $ F, m/Ker $ F, m&1 , (2.9)
(d F |, $ F ’) =0, | # Dom(d F, m&1), ’ # Dom($ F, m). (2.10)
Proof. Since dF dF |=0 for | # Dm , we have Ran(dF, m  Dm)/
Ker dF, m+1. Taking the closures of both sides, we get (2.5). Next we show
(2.6). Let [Fn] # FC 0 be a sequence such that DFn converges to DF in
L&(H*). Take any | # Dm+1. We have $Fn |  $F | in L
&(m H*).
Since $Fn | # Dm , $Fn $Fn |=0 by using Lemma 2.1. Hence we also have
$F $Fn |=($F&$Fn) $Fn |=2i(DFn&DF )($Fn|),
which implies that
|$F$Fn ||
2
AHS e
2F 4 |DFn&DF | 2H* ( |$||AHS+2 |DFn | H* |||AHS)
2 e2F .
By Ho lder’s inequality, $F $Fn|  0 in L
2(+F ; m&1 H*). Therefore, $F | #
Dom($F, m&1) and $F $F |=0. Hence Ran($F  Dm+1)/Ker $F, m&1 , and
we obtain (2.6). Equation (2.7) follows from (2.5), (2.6), and (2.1). The rest
of the relations follow from the unitary equivalence. K
3. DOMAINS OF OPERATORS
In this section, we investigate the domains of the operators defined in the
previous section. To do this, we prepare a computational lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose a measurable function  on B satisfies ea # L1(+)
for some a>0. Then the following estimate holds for | # D21(
m H*):
E[ ||| 2AHS]2a
&1 &D|&2+a&1(log E[ea]) &|&2. (3.1)
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Proof. First let &|&=c for some fixed c>0. By Young’s inequality,
sts log s&s+et (s>0, t # R), we have
 ||| 2AHS=a
&1 } a } ||| 2AHSa
&1[ ||| 2AHS log |||
2
AHS&|||
2
AHS+e
a].
Thanks to the L.S.I. in the differential form version (A.2.4) in the
Appendix,
E[ ||| 2AHS log( |||
2
AHS &|&
2)]2 &D|&2, | # D21(
m H*),
we get
E[ ||| 2AHS]a
&1[2 &D|&2+&|&2 log &|&2&&|&2+E[ea]]
=a&1[2 &D|&2+c2 log c2&c2+E[ea]].
Replacing | with c|&|&, we obtain for general |
E[ ||| 2AHS]a
&1[2 &D|&2+(log c2&1+E[ea] c&2) &|&2].
Taking c=E[ea]12, we get (3.1). K
Lemma 3.2. The graph norms of d F, m&1 , $ F, m&1 and the norm
(E F, m+& }&2)12 are dominated by the norm of D21(
m H*); stated precisely
for d F, m , for instance, there exists a positive constant C such that
&d F, m|&+&|&C(&D|&+&|&)
for any | # eF Dm .
Proof. Since ea |DF |
2
H* # L1 for some a>2, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to
| # eF Dm , =|DF | 2H* , and this a. Thus we have
E[ |DF 7 || 2AHS]E[|DF |
2
H* |||
2
AHS]b1 &D|&
2+b2 &|&2
for some b1 , b2>0. We have the same evaluation for E[ |i(DF ) || 2AHS].
Since &d|&&D|& and &$|&c(&D|&+&|&) for some c>0, the asser-
tion follows. K
Lemma 3.3. The set Dm is an operator core of both d F, m and of $ F, m&1
and a form core of E F, m . Also, the expressions for d F, m , $ F, m&1 , and E F, m
on D21(
m H*) are the same as (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), respectively.
Proof. It is enough to prove that Dm/eF Dm
D1
2( m H*)
. Indeed, this and
Lemma 3.2 imply that Dm/eF Dm
(&d F, m } &+& }&)
=Dom(d F, m) and eF Dm/
D21(
m H*)=Dm
D1
2( m H*)
/Dm
(&d F, m } &+& }&). The same is true for $ F, m&1
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and E F, m . For n>0, let 8n be a non-decreasing C -function on R such
that
&n&1 if x&n&2,
8n(x)={x if |x|n,n+1 if xn+2,
with &8$n&1. Since 8n is bounded and D(8n(F ))=8$n(F ) DF #
L&(H*), we get that Fn :=8n(F ) is in D&1 . It holds that |DFn&DF |H*
|DF |H* 1[ |F | >n]  0 in L&. Now there is a sequence [Fn, k]/FC 0 such
that Fn, k converges to Fn in D&1 . We may assume that Fn, k  Fn a.e.
by taking a subsequence if necessary. Set Gn, k=8n+1(Fn, k). Then we
have
|Gn, k&Fn |=|8n+1(Fn, k)&8n+1(Fn)|
|Fn, k&Fn |  0 in L& as k  
and
|DGn, k&DFn |H*
=|8$n+1(Fn, k) DFn, k&DFn | H*
|8$n+1(Fn, k)| |DFn, k&DFn |H*+|8$n+1(Fn, k)&1| |DFn | H*
 0 in L& as k  .
Here we used 8$n+1(Fn, k)  1 a.e. as k   and the dominated con-
vergence theorem. Hence Gn, k also converges to Fn in D&1 . Then
|1&eF e&Gn, k ||1&eF e&Fn |+eF |e&Fn&e&Gn, k |
(eF 6 1) 1[ |F |>n]+eF |e&Fn+e&Gn, k | |Fn&Gn, k |.
The first term goes to 0 in L2 as n  . Since eF # L2+, |e&Fn+e&Gn, k |
2en+2, and Gn, k  Fn in L& as k  , the second term also converges to
0 in L2 as k  . We also have
|D(eF e&Gn, k)|H*eF e&Gn, k |DF&DGn, k |H* .
Since eF # L2+, e&Gn, ken+2, DGn, k  DF in L&(H*) as k  , then
n  , we obtain D(eF e&Gn, k)  0 in L2(H*) as k  , then n  .
Therefore for any | # Dm ,
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&eF e&Gn, k |&|&D12
&D|& &eF e&Gn, k&1&2+&|& &D(eF e&Gn, k)&2
+&|& &eF e&Gn, k&1&2
 0 as k  , then n  .
Noticing that eF e&Gn, k | # eF Dm , we conclude that Dm/eF Dm
D1
2(m H*)
. K
Proposition 3.4. It holds that Dom(E F, m)=D21(
m H*).
Proof. Let a>2 satisfy ea |DF |
2
H* # L1. Take q # (1, a2) and set
r=1&q&1. Using the inequality (x&y)2r(x2&qy2), we have for | # Dm
E F, m(|, |)
=E[|d|&DF 7|| 2AHS+|$|&i(DF ) ||
2
AHS]
E[r( |d|| 2AHS&q |DF 7 ||
2
AHS)+r( |$||
2
AHS&q |i(DF ) ||
2
AHS)].
By [14, Proposition 3.1], $d+d$=m&L on Dm . Thus we have
E[|d|| 2AHS+|$||
2
AHS]=E[($ d| | |)AHS+(d $| | |)AHS]
=E[((m&L) | | |)AHS]=m &|&2+&D|&2.
We also have
E[ |DF 7 || 2AHS]+E[|i(DF ) ||
2
AHS]
=E[(i(DF )(DF 7 |)+DF 7 (i(DF ) |) | |)AHS]
=E[|DF | 2H* |||
2
AHS].
Let M=E[ea |DF |
2
H*]. From Lemma 3.1,
E[ |DF | 2H* |||
2
AHS]a
&1[2 &D|&2+(log M) &|&2].
As a result,
E F, m(|, |)r(m &|&2+&D|&2)&a&1qr[2 &D|&2+(log M) &|&2]
=r(m&a&1q log M) &|&2+r(1&2a&1q) &D|&2. (3.2)
Since 2a&1q<1, we have for large }>0,
E F, m(|, |)+} &|&2c1(&D|&2+&|&2)=c1 &(1&L)12 |&2
for some c1>0.
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Next we prove the inverse inequality. Take q$>0 and set r$=1+q$&1.
This time we use the inequality (x&y)2r$(x2+q$y2). By a calculation
similar to that above, we have for | # Dm
E F, m(|, |)r$(m+a&1q$ log M) &|&2+r$(1+2a&1q$) &D|&2.
Hence
E F, m(|, |)+} &|&2c2(&D|&2+&|&2)=c2 &(1&L)12 |&2
for some c2>0. Therefore the norms (E F, m( } , } )+} & }&2)12 and & }&1, 2, 1 are
equivalent, which implies the claim. K
We introduce a Fock space. Set
 H*= 

m=0
m H* (in the sense of Hilbert space),
D= :

m=0
Dm (the algebraic sum).
We define the following operators on L2( H*): for |=(|(m))m=0 # D ;
d|=(0, d|(0), d|(1), ...), $|=($|(1), $|(2), ...),
DF7|=(0, DF7|(0), DF7|(1), ...), i(DF ) |=(i(DF ) |(1), i(DF ) |(2), ...).
We set d F=d&DF7 and $ F=$ &i(DF ). d, $, d F , and $ F with the domain D
are closable. We denote the closures by the same symbols. We see immediately
that an analogue of Lemma 2.3 holds:
Ran d F/Ker d F , (3.3)
Ran $ F/Ker $ F , (3.4)
(d F |, $ F ’)=0 for | # Dom(d F ), ’ # Dom($ F ). (3.5)
We also define a quadratic from E F on L2( H*) by
E F (|, ’)= :

m=0
E F, m(|(m), ’(m)) for |, ’ # D.
(E F , D) is closable. The closure of (E F , D) is denoted by E F again.
Proposition 3.5. We have
Dom(E F )=Dom(d F ) & Dom($ F )=Dom($ F*) & Dom(d F*). (3.6)
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Proof. Since (d+$)2 |=((m&L) |(m))m=0 for | # D, the essential self-
adjointness of L  Dm implies that of (d+$)2  D. By [4, Lemma 4.2] (or [13,
Chap. X, Problem 28]), d+$  D is also essentially self-adjoint. We show so is
d F+$ F  D, using a perturbation theory.
We have
&(d+$) |&=( (d+$)2 |, |)12=\ :

m=0
((m&L) |(m), |(m))+
12
\ :

m=0
&D|(m)&2+
12
=&D|&.
In the last term D is considered as an operator from L2( H*) to
L2(L(2)(H ;  H*)) in an obvious way. Let a>2 with ea |DF |
2
H* # L1. By using
Lemma 3.1, we also have
&DF 7|+i(DF ) |&
=\ :

m=0
&DF7 |(m&1)+i(DF ) |(m+1)&2+
12
(|(&1) :=0)
=\ :

m=0
E[|DF7|(m&1)| 2AHS+|i(DF ) |
(m+1)| 2AHS]+
12
=\ :

m=0
E[|DF | 2H* ||
(m)| 2AHS]+
12
{ :

m=0
(2a&1 &D|(m)&2+b &|(m)&2)=
12
(b=a&1 log E[ea |DF |
2
H*])
=(2a&1 &D|&2+b &|&2)12
(2a&1)12 &D|&+b12 &|&.
In the second equality, we used DF 7DF=0. Thus we obtain
&DF7|+i(DF ) |&(2a&1)12 &(d+$) |&+b12 &|&.
By the KatoRellich theorem, we conclude that d+$+DF 7+i(DF )  D=
d F+$ F  D is essentially self-adjoint. In the following, A+B means the
operator sum with domain Dom(A) & Dom(B), and A#B means
Dom(A)#Dom(B) and A  Dom(B)=B. Then we have
d F+$ F  D=(d F+$ F  D)*#(d F  D)*+($ F  D)*
#$ F  D+d F  D#$ F+d F  D. (3.7)
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The last inclusion follows from
&$ F |+d F |&2=&$ F |&2+&d F |&2 (by (3.5))
for | # D. Since E F (|, |)=&d F |+$ F |&2, Dom(E F )=Dom($ F+d F  D).
This and (3.7) imply (3.6). K
Corollary 3.6. We have
Dom(E F, m)=Dom(d F, m) & Dom($ F, m&1)=Dom($ *F, m) & Dom(d *F, m&1).
Proof. Restrict each set in (3.6) to L2(m H*) by the natural inclusion
from L2(m H*) to (B). K
We define Q F=d F+$  D and denote the associated self-adjoint opeator
of E F by &l

l F .
Proposition 3.7. ll F=Q
2
F . Moreover, Dom(l

l F )=Dom($ F d F ) &
Dom(d F $ F ), and l

l F |=($ F d F+d F $ F ) | for | # Dom(l

l F ).
Proof. We see
| # Dom(ll F ), l

l F |=!
 | # Dom(E F ) and for any ’ # Dom(E F ),
(!, ’)=E F (|, ’)=(Q F |, Q F ’)
 | # Dom(Q F ), Q F | # Dom(Q F*)=Dom(Q F ), and Q
2
F |=!
 | # Dom(Q 2F ) and Q
2
F |=!.
So the first assertion follows. Let us prove the latter part. For
| # Dom(ll F ),
ll F |=Q
2
F |=d F Q F |+$ F Q F |=d F $ F |+$ F d F |. (3.8)
We used (3.7) in the second equality and (3.3), (3.4) in the last one. Con-
versely, when the last term of (3.8) can be defined for some | # Dom(d F ) &
Dom($ F ), | # Dom(l

l F ) and (3.8) holds again. K
Corollary 3.8. It holds that
Dom(ll F ) & L
2(m H*)
=Dom(g F, m)=Dom($ F, md F, m) & Dom(d F, m&1$ F, m&1).
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Furthermore,
ll F |=g F, m|=$ F d F |+d F $ F |
for | # Dom(g F, m). Here we consider L2(m H*)/L2( H*) in the
natural way.
4. SOME SPECTRAL PROPERTIES AND THE KERNEL OF gF, m
The following proposition gives the asymptotic behavior of the infimum
of the spectrum of gF, m with respect to m.
Proposition 4.1. Let a>2 satisfy ea |DF |
2
H* # L1. Then it holds that
1&2a 
m  
[inf _(gF, m)]m lim
m  
[inf _(gF, m)]m1. (4.1)
Proof. We use the same notation as in Proposition 3.4. From (3.2),
inf _(gF, m)=inf _(g F, m)r(m&a&1q log M),
which implies that

m  
[inf _(gF, m)]mr=1&q&1.
Since q can be taken to be a2, the first inequality in (4.1) follows. Next we
prove the last inequality in (4.1). Take ’=e1 7 } } } 7 em , where
[ei]/B*/H* is an o.n.s. in H*. Then
inf _(gF, m)= inf
| # Dom(E F, m)"[0]
E F, m(|, |)&|&
E F, m(’, ’)
r$E[|d’| 2AHS+|$’|
2
AHS]+r$q$E[|DF 7 ’|
2
AHS+|i(DF ) ’|
2
AHS]
=r$m+r$q$ &DF&2.
Therefore we have
lim
m  
[inf _(gF, m)]mr$=1+q$&1
Since q$ can be taken to be arbitrarily large, the assertion holds. K
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For *0, we define
HF, m(*)=[| # Dom(gF, m); gF, m|=*|].
Then we have
Proposition 4.2. For *>0,
:

k=0
dim(HF, 2k(*))= :

k=0
dim(HF, 2k+1(*)).
The sums are actually finite sums, but the value may be infinity.
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition for H F, m(*) :=[| #
Dom(g F, m); g F, m|=*|] instead of for HF, m(*). From Proposition 4.1,
H F, m(*)=[0] for sufficiently large m. Hence for the proof, it is enough to
show the following is an exact sequence:
0 wH F, 0(*) w
d F H F, 1(*) w
d F H F, 2(*) w
d F } } } .
We set H F, &1(*)=[0]. Take | # H F, m(*), m0. By Corollary 3.8 and
Lemma 2.3, we have
* d F |=d F g F |=d F ($ F d F+d F $ F ) |
=($ F d F+d F $ F ) d F |=g F, m+1 d F |.
Hence d F | # H F, m+1(*). Similarly we can prove $ F | # H F, m&1(*). Next
take | # H F, m(*) with d F |=0. Then
*|=d F $ F |+$ F d F |=d F $ F |.
Therefore, |=d F (*&1 $ F |) # d F (H F, m&1(*)). K
Next we investigate HF, m(0), the kernel of gF, m . We set HF, m=HF, m(0)
and H F, m=H F, m(0).
Lemma 4.3. We have the following decompositions:
L2(m H*)=Ran d F, m&1Ran $ F, mH F, m , (4.2)
Ker $ *F, m=Ran d F, m&1H F, m . (4.3)
Moreover, we have
Ran d F, m&1=Ran $ *F, m&1 , (4.4)
Ker d F, m=Ker $ *F, m . (4.5)
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In particular,
H F, m$Ker d F, m Ran d F, m&1. (4.6)
Proof. By (2.10), Ran d F, m&1 is orthogonal to Ran $ F, m . So we can
decompose L2(m H*) as
L2(m H*)=Ran d F, m&1Ran $ F, mT,
where T=( Ran d F, m&1Ran $ F, m)=. By Corollary 3.6, we observe that
| # T
 (|, d F ’)=0, (|, $ F %)=0 for every ’ # Dom(d F, m&1),
% # Dom($ F, m)
 | # Dom(d *F, m&1) & Dom($ *F, m) and d F* |=0, $ F* |=0
 | # Dom(E F, m) and E F, m(|, |)=0
 | # H F, m .
Hence (4.2) holds. Since L2(m H*)=Ker $ *F, mRan $ F, m , we compare
this with (4.2) and obtain (4.3). Since
L2(m H*)=Ker $ F, m&1Ran $ *F, m&1
#Ran $ F, mH F, m Ran $ *F, m&1 (by (2.9))
#Ran $ F, mH F, m Ran d F, m&1
=L2(m H*),
we have (4.4). Similarly we can prove Ran $ F, m=Ran d *F, m . Since
Ker d F, mRan d *F, m=L2(m H*)=Ker $ *F, mRan $ F, m ,
we obtain (4.5). K
Lemma 4.4. Suppose F is decomposed as F1+F2 such that e |DF1 |
2
H* # L2+,
F2 # D21 & L
. Then H F, m and H F1 , m are isomorphic as vector spaces.
Proof. We prove that Ker d F, mRan d F, m&1 is isomorphic to
Ker d F1 , mRan d F1 , m&1 as a vector space. The map IF2 from L
2(m H*) to
itself which sends | to e&F2| is well-defined and isomorphic as a vector
space. We show the restrictions of IF2 : Ker d F, m  Ker d F1 , m and
Ran d F, m&1  Ran d F1 , m&1 are also isomorphic. We need only to check
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well-definedness and bijectivity. Take any | # Ran d F, m&1=d F (Dm&1). We
can choose [’n]/Dm&1 such that d F ’n  | as n  . Note that e&F2’n #
D21(
m H*)/Dom(d F1). Then
d F1(e
&F2’n)=d(e&F2’n)&DF1(e&F2’n)
=De&F2 7 ’n+e&F2 d’n&DF1 7 (e&F2’n)
=&e&F2 DF2 7 ’n+e&F2 d’n&e&F2 DF1 7’n
=e&F2(&DF 7 ’n+d’n)
=e&F2 d F ’n  e&F2 |
in L2(m H*) as n  .
Hence e&F2| # Ran d F1 , m&1. Similarly, | # Ran d F1 , m&1 implies e
F2 | #
Ran d F, m&1. Next take | # Ker d F, m . We choose [|n]/Dm such that
|n  | in L2(m H*) and dF |n  0 in L2(m+1 H*). By the same
calculation as above, we have
d F1(e
&F2 |n)=e&F2 d F |n  0 in L2(m+1 H*) as n  .
Hence e&F2 | # Ker d F1 , m . In the same way, we can prove that
| # Ker d F1 , m implies e
F2 | # Ker d F, m . Therefore we obtain H F, m$H F1 , m
from (4.6). K
Lemma 4.5. If E[ea |DF |
2
H*]<ea&2 for some a>2, then we have H F, 0=
[constant_eF ] and H F, m=[0] for every m1.
Proof. Choose k in (a&1(log E[ea |DF |
2
H*]+2), 1). In (3.2), take q=
ak(log E[ea |DF |
2
H*]+2) and r=1&q&1. Then we have, for | # Dm ,
E F, m(|, |)r[m&a&1q(log E[ea |DF |
2
H*])] &|&2+r(1&2a&1q) &D|&2
=r[m&a&1q(akq&2)] &|&2+r(1&2a&1q) &D|&2
=r(m&k+2a&1q) &|&2+r(1&2a&1q) &D|&2.
Since 0<2a&1q<1, for m1 we have E F, m(|, |)c &|&2 for some c>0,
which implies that H F, m=[0]. In the case of m=0, we have
E F, 0(|, |)E[(A| | |)AHS],
where A=r(&k+2a&1q)&r(1&2a&1q) L. Since the second lowest eigen-
value of &L is 1, that of A is
r(&k+2a&1q)+r(1&2a&1q)=r(1&k)>0.
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By the minmax principle, g F, 0 has at most one eigenvalue below
r(1&k), counting multiplicities. But eF belongs to H F, 0 , so we conclude
that H F, 0=[constant_eF ]. K
Theorem 4.6. It holds that
HF, m={[0],[constant functions],
for m1
for m=0.
Proof. Let a>2 with ea |DF |
2
H* # L1. Let us recall 8n , defined in
Lemma 3.3. 8n(F ) belongs to D&1 & L
 and |D(F&8n(F ))|H*
|DF |H* 1[ |F | >n] . Hence for sufficiently large n, E[ea |D(F&8n(F ))|
2
H*]<ea&2.
We can apply Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 to F1=F&8n(F ) and
F2=8n(F ) for this n. K
5. THE SPECTRUM AND THE ESSTENTIAL SPECTRUM OF gF, m
From this section, we impose on a following assumption for F which is
stronger than Assumption (I):
Assumption (II). F # D21 , e
|DF |2H* # L4+.
We state our main theorem in this section.
Theorem 5.1. Under Assumption (II), it holds that for any m0,
_ess(gF, m)=(_(gF, m) _ _(gF, m&1))+1. (5.1)
For a set S/R, S+1 stands for [x+1; x # S]. We set _(gF, &1)=< as a
convention.
For the proof, we prepare several lemmas. Note that Lemmas 5.4, 5.5,
and 5.6 below are valid under Assumption (I).
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that F # FC 0 . Then Dm/Dom(g F, m) and g F, m
has the explicit expression
g F, m |=&L|+m|+|DF | 2H* |+(LF ) |&RF, m |, | # Dm , (5.2)
where RF, m=2mAm(cont(D2F } )) and the contraction operator cont from
L(2)m+2(H) to L
(2)
m (H) is defined by
cont(l1 l2 l3  } } }  lm+2)=(l1 | l3)H* l2 l4 l5 } } }  lm+2
for li # H*. Furthermore, Dm is an operator core of g F, m .
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Proof. For | # Dm , we have d F | # Dm+1/Dom($ F, m) and $ F | #
Dm&1/Dom(d F, m&1). Hence by Corollary 3.8, Dm/Dom(g F, m) and
g F, m=$ F d F+d F $ F on Dm .
To prove (5.2), we may assume that
F (x)=f ((x, e1), ..., (x, en)), |(x)=g((x, e1), ..., (x, en)) ei1 7 } } } 7 eim
for some n # N, f # C 0 (R
n), g # C 0 (R
n), 1i1<i2< } } } <imn, and
[ei]/B*/H* is an o.n.s. of H*. Then we have
g F, m |=$ F d F |+d F $ F |
=($&i(DF ))(d&DF7) |+(d&DF7)($&i(DF )) |
=$ d|&i(DF ) d|&$(DF 7 |)+i(DF )(DF 7 |)
+d $|&DF 7 $|&d(i(DF ) |)+DF 7 (i(DF ) |)
=(m&L+|DF | 2H*) |&i(DF ) d|
&$(DF 7 |)&DF 7 $|&d(i(DF ) |).
Using the identity for l1 , ..., ln # H*,
l1 7 } } } 7 ln= :
n
i=1
(&1) i&1 li (l1 7 } } } 7 l8 i 7 } } } 7 ln),
where l8 i means that li is deleted, we have
cont(D2F|)(x)
=cont \\ :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
2f
!i !j
((x, e1), ..., (x, en)) eiej+
\ :
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 g((x, e1), ..., (x, en)) eik  (ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim)++
= :
n
j=1
:
m
k=1
2f
!ik !j
((x, e1), ..., (x, en))_(&1)k&1 g((x, e1), ..., (x, en))
ej (ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7eim).
Hereafter we omit writing ((x, e1), ..., (x, en)) and write i instead of !i .
Then
mAm(cont(D2F|))
= :
n
j=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k&1  ik j f gej 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7eim .
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We also have
i(DF )(d|)
=i \ :
n
i=1
i f ei+\ :
n
j=1
 j g ej 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 eim+
=i \ :
n
i=1
i f ei+\ :
n
j=1
 j g {ej (ei1 7 } } } 7eim)
+ :
m
k=1
(&1)k eik  (ej 7 ei1 7 } } } 7e ik 7 } } } 7eim)=+
= :
n
i=1
i f  i g ei1 7 } } } 7 eim
+ :
n
j=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k  ik f j g ej 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7eim
=: S1+S2 ,
d(i(DF ) |)
=d \i \ :
n
i=1
i f ei+\ :
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 geik  (ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim)++
=d \ :
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 ik f gei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim+
= :
m
k=1
:
n
j=1
(&1)k&1 j (ik f g) ej 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim
= :
n
j=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 (j ik f g+ik f j g) ej 7ei1 7 } } } 7e ik 7 } } } 7eim
=mAm(cont(D2F|))&S2 ,
$(DF 7 |)
=$ \ :
n
i=1
i f gei 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 eim+
= :
n
i=1
[(x, ei) i f g& i (i f g)] ei1 7 } } } 7 eim
+ :
n
i=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k [(x, eik) i f g&ik( i f g)] ei
7 ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim ,
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DF 7 $|
=\ :
n
i=1
i f ei+7 \ :
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 ((x, eik) g&ik g) ei1
7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim+
= :
n
i=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k&1 i f ((x, eik) g&ik g) ei 7ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7eim ,
LF= :
n
i=1
(2i f& i f (x, ei)).
Noting that
$(DF 7 |)+DF 7$|
=&(LF ) |& :
n
i=1
i f i g ei1 7 } } } 7 eim
+ :
n
i=1
:
m
k=1
(&1)k+1 ik i f gei 7 ei1 7 } } } 7 e ik 7 } } } 7 eim
=&(LF ) |&S1+mAm(cont(D2F|)),
we get (5.2). In particular, g F, m is a bounded perturbation of &L, which
implies that Dm is an operator core of g F, m . K
Lemma 5.3. Suppose a measurable function  on B satisfies ea2 # L1 for
a>0. Then the map | [ | is a bounded operator from D p1(
m H*) to
Lp(m H*) for any p # (1, ).
Proof. Since D p1(
m H*) is continuously imbedded in L p log p2L(m H*)
(Corollary A.2.4), it is enough to see the boundedness from
Lp log p2 L(m H*) to L p(m H*). (For the definitions of L p logr L and its
norm, see Appendix A.1.) Let | # L p log p2 L(m H*) with norm 1 and
=>0. By Young’s inequality,
||| 2AHS=
&1( ||| 2AHS log
+ ||| 2AHS+e
=2).
Hence
||| pAHS=
&p22 p2[ ||| pAHS (2 log
+ |||AHS) p2+e p=
22].
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Taking ==2ap and integrating both sides, we have
E[ ||| pAHS]( pa)
p2 (2 p2+E[ea2]).
This completes the proof. K
Considering the adjoint operator, we can extend this map continuously
from Lp(m H*) to D p&1(
m H*). Thus we can define the bounded
operator LF :=&L+|DF | 2H* from D
p
1(
m H*) to D p&1(
m H*).
Lemma 5.4. There exist r>1, }0>0, $1>0 and $2>0 such that
$1 &|&1, p, }&(}+LF) |&&1, p, }$2 &|&1, p, } , | # D p1(
m H*) (5.3)
for p # (1+r&1, 1+r) and }}0 . Moreover, }+LF is bijective for these p
and }.
Proof. Let a>2 satisfy ea |DF |
2
H* # L1. For | # D p1(
m H*), we have
&(}+LF ) |&&1, p, }
= sup
&’&1, q, }1
( (}+LF ) |, ’) ( p&1+q&1=1)
= sup
&’&1, q, }1
(( (}&L)(}&L)&12 |$, (}&L)&12 ’$)
+( |DF |H* (}&L)&12 |$, |DF | H* (}&L)&12 ’$) )
(|$=(}&L)12 |, ’$=(}&L)12 ’)
&|$&p& sup
&’$&q1
& |DF |H* (}&L)&12 |$&p & |DF | H* (}&L)&12 ’$&q .
We consider the map T : ! [ |DF |H*(}&L)&12 ! from L p(m H*) to itself.
It is a bounded operator by Lemma 5.3. When p=2, by using Lemma 3.1,
&T!&222a&1 &D(}&L)&12 !&22
+b &(}&L)&12 !&22 (b=a
&1 log E[ea |DF |
2
H*])
2a&1 &!&22+b}
&1 &!&22 .
So by the RieszThorin interpolation theorem,
&T&L p  L p&T&1&%L2  L2 &T&
%
L p$  L p$(2a
&1+b}&1)(1&%)2 &T&%L p$  L p$ ,
with 1p=(1&%)2+%p$, 1<p$<, 0%1. Fixing p$ near to 1 or ,
and taking % near to 0, we have for any =>0,
&T&L p  L p- 2a&1 (1+=)
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for p near to 2 and large }. As a result,
&(}+LF ) |&&1, p, }&|$&p&- 2a&1 (1+=) &|$&p - 2a&1 (1+=)
=[1&2a&1(1+=)2] &|&1, p, } .
Since a>2, we can take =>0 such that $1 :=1&2a&1(1+=)2>0. So the
first inequality in (5.3) holds. The second inequality can be similarly (and
more easily) proved. Injectivity of }+LF follows immediately. Surjectivity
follows from the injectivity of the adjoint operator }+LF : Dq1(
m H*) 
Dq&1(
m H*). K
We remark that as for the constants, the dependence on F is only the
value E[ea |DF |
2
H*]. From this lemma, we can define a norm & }&1, p, }, F on
D p1(
m H*) by
&|&1, p, }, F :=&(}+LF ) |&&1, p, }=&(}&L)&12 (}+LF ) |&p ,
for p # (1+r&1, 1+r), }}0 . This is equivalent to & }&1, p, } .
Lemma 5.5. For | # D21(
m H*) and }}0 , it holds that
( (&L+2 |DF | 2H*) |, |) &|&
2
1, 2, }, F . (5.4)
Proof. First we remark that &L+2 |DF | 2H* is bounded from
D21(
m H*) to D2&1(
m H*). Then in the form sense,
(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 (&L+2 |DF | 2H*)(}+LF )
&1 (}&L)12
(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 (}+LF+|DF | 2H*)(}+LF )
&1 (}&L)12
(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 (}&L)12
+(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 |DF | 2H* (}&L)
&1 (}&L)(}+LF )&1 (}&L)12
+(}&L)12 (}+LF)&1 |DF | 2H* (}&L)
&1 |DF | 2H* (}+LF )
&1 (}&L)12
=(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 (}&L)12
+(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 |DF | 2H* (}&L)
&1 (}&L)12
=(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 (}&L)(}&L)&12
+(}&L)12 (}+LF )&1 |DF | 2H* (}&L)
&12
=1.
From this, (5.4) follows. K
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From Proposition 3.4, g F, m is uniquely extended to a bounded operator
from D21(
m H*) to D2&1(
m H*) by
(g F, m |, ’) =E F, m(|, ’), |, ’ # D21(
m H*).
Furthermore we have
Lemma 5.6. When p>2, the restriction of the extended g F, m to
D p1(
m H*) is continuous from D p1(
m H*) to D p&1(
m H*); when
1<p<2, the extended g F, m can be uniquely extended to the operator from
D p1(
m H*) to D p&1(
m H*).
Proof. Let q be the conjugate exponent of p. For | # D21(
m H*) &
D p1(
m H*) and ’ # D21(
m H*) & Dq1(
m H*), we have
(g F, m |, ’) =(d F |, d F ’)+($ F |, $ F ’)
&d F |&p &d F ’&q+&$ F |&p &$ F ’&q
By Lemma 5.3 and Meyer’s equivalence, there exists some C>0 such that
(g F, m |, ’)C &|&D
1
p &’&D
1
q .
Since D21(
m H*) & Dr1(
m H*) is dense in Dr1(
m H*), 1<r<, the
assertion follows. K
In particular, the dual of g F, m : D
p
1(
m H*)  D p&1(
m H*) is g F, m :
Dq1(
m H*)  Dq&1(
m H*). From now on, we use these extensions
without mentioning.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We divide the proof into some steps.
Step 1. Approximation of F by functions in FC 0 . Let [ei]/B*/H*
be a c.o.n.s. of H*. We introduce the following spaces and probability
measures:
Bn=linear span of [e1 , ..., en]$Rn,
B=n =closed linear span in B of [en+1 , en+2 , ...]/B*/B,
+n=(2?)&n2 e&|x|
22 dx (x # Rn),
+=n =+ b ?
&1
n , where ?n is the projection from B onto B
=
n ,
Hn=Bn ,
H =n =?n(H).
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The triplets (Bn , Hn , +n), (B=n , H
=
n , +
=
n ) are abstract Wiener spaces. We
define
Fn=_((x, ei); 1in), F n=E[F | Fn].
By Jensen’s inequality, we have for every c>0
E[exp(c |DF n | 2H*)]=E[exp(c |D(E[F | Fn])|
2
H*)]
E[exp(cE[|DF |H* | Fn ]2)]
E[exp(c |DF | 2H*)].
Hence for fixed some a>4, there exists a sequence [Fn]/FC 0 such that
Fn is Fn -measurable for each n, and
DFn  DF a.e.,
sup
n
E[exp(a |DFn | 2H*)] 6E[exp(a |DF |
2
H*)]=: M<. (5.5)
Step 2. For each Fn , the claim of the theorem holds.
Proof. First we review the case F=0. In this case, g0, m=: gm=
m&L ; hence we have
_(gm)=[m, m+1, ...], _ess(gm)=[m 6 1, (m 61)+1, ...].
All the essential spectrums are eigenvalues with infinite multiplicities, and
0 is an eigenvalue of g0 whose eigenfunctions are constant functions. In
particular, Theorem 5.1 holds in this case.
Now let
l (Bn)=L2(Bn , +n ; l Hn*), l (B=n )=L
2(B=n , +
=
n ; 
l H =n *).
In the same way of the definitions of Dl , g Fn , l , and gl , we define
Dl (Bn)/ l (Bn), g
(Bn)
Fn , l
on  l (Bn) and Dl (B=n )/
l (B=n ), g
(Bn
=)
l on
l (B=n ). By Lemma 5.2, Dl (Bn) and Dl (B
=
n ) are operator cores of g
(Bn)
Fn , l
and g(Bn
=)
l , respectively. When L acts on an L
2 space on a finite-dimen-
sional space, it is a compact resolvent operator. Since g (Bn)Fn , l is a bounded
perturbation of &L, so is it. In particular, is has only discrete spectra.
The spectrum set of g (Bn
=)
l is the same as that of gl . Therefore, the
spectrum of the operator g (Bn)Fn , m&l+g
(Bn
=)
l =g
(Bn)
Fn , m&l
I+Ig (Bn
=)
l on
m&l (Bn)l (B=n ) is equal to
_(g (Bn
=)
Fn , m&l
)+_(g l ). (5.6)
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It need not take a closure since is has no limit points. The linear map from
m&l (Bn)l (B=n ) to 
m&l (Bn) 7 l (B=n )/L
2(m H*) which sends
|’ to |7 ’ is isomorphic. We denote the induced operator of
g (Bn)Fn , m&l+g
(Bn
=)
l by the same notation. Its spectrum is (5.6). Also we see
easily that
g Fn , m(| 7 ’)=(g
(Bn)
Fn , m&l
+g (Bn
=)
l )(| 7 ’), | # Dm&l (Bn), ’ # Dl (B
=
n ).
Noticing that
L2(m H*)=
m
l=0
m&l (Bn) 7 l (B=n )
is an orthogonal decomposition, we have
_(g Fn , m)= .
m
l=0
(_(g (Bn)Fn , m&l)+_(gl )).
Noting that the set of the right hand side does not have limit points, we
also have
_ess(g Fn , m)= .
m
l=0
(_(g (Bn)Fn , m&l)+_ess(g l )).
Using the result in the case of F=0, it follows that
_ess(g Fn , m)= .
m
l=0
(_(g (Bn)Fn , m&l)+(_(gl ) _ _(g l&1))+1)
=(_(g Fn , m) _ _(g Fn , m&1))+1,
which implies the assertion.
Step 3. g Fn , m converges to g F, m in the norm resolvent sense in
L2(m H*) as n goes to infinity.
Proof. Let G=Fn or F. Below, when we say some operator is bounded,
we mean its operator norm is dominated by a constant which does not
depend on the choice of G. We fix =>0 and }r1 temporarily (which are
conditioned later). Let }$=}+m. For 1<p<, let q be the conjugate
exponent of p. For | # D p1(
m H*) and ’ # Dq1(
m H*), we have
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( (}+g G, m) |, ’)
=}(|, ’)+(d|&DG 7 |, d’&DG 7 ’)
+($|&i(DG) |, $’&i(DG) ’)
=( (}$+LG) |, ’) &(d|, DG 7 ’)&(DG 7|, d’)
&($|, i(DG) ’) &(i(DG) |, $’)
=( (}$+LG) |, ’) &(d|+$|, DG 7 ’+i(DG) ’)
&(DG 7 |+i(DG) |, d’+$’).
In the last line, the pairings of the second and third terms are taken
between Lp( H*) and Lq( H*), using the inclusion m H*Y H*. Let
|$=(}$&L) &12 (}$+LG) | # L p(m H*). By using Ho lder’s inequality, it
follows that
&(}+g G, m) |&&1, p, }$
= sup
&’&1, q, }$1
( (}+g G, m) |, ’)
&|$&p& sup
&’$&q1
(&d|+$|&p &DG 7 (}$&L)&12 ’$
+i(DG)(}$&L)&12 ’$&q
+&DG 7 |+i(DG) |&p &d(}$&L)&12 ’$+$(}$&L)&12 ’$&q)
=: &|$&p&S.
To estimate S, we use an interpolation theorem as in Lemma 5.4. For any
q # (1, ), the operators (d+$)(}$&L)&12 and (DG7+i(DG))(}$&L)&12
from Lq(m H*) to Lq( H*) are bounded by Meyer’s equivalence and
Lemma 5.3. When q=2, we have for ! # L2(m H*),
&(d+$)(}$&L)&12 !&22=( (m&L)(}$&L)&12 !, (}$&L)&12 !) &!&22 ,
and by Lemma 3.1
&(DG 7 +i(DG))(}$&L)&12 !&22
=& |DG| 2H* (}$&L)
&12 !&22
2a&1 &D(}$&L)&12 !&22+b &(}$&L)
&12 !&22 (b=a
&1 log M)
2a&1 &!&22+b}$
&1 &!&22 .
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By interpolation,
&(d+$)(}$&L)&12 !&q(1+=) &!&q
and
&(DG 7+i(DG))(}$&L)&12 !&q- 2a&1 (1+=) &!&q
for q near to 2 and sufficiently large }. Hence for p near to 2 and large },
S(1+=)(- 2a&1 &d|+$|&p+&DG 7 |+i(DG) |&p)
(1+=) 21q[(2a&1) p2 &d|+$|& pp +&DG 7 |+i(DG) |&
p
p ]
1p.
We set B$=B_[0, 1], +$=+ (the counting measure on [0, 1]), and
define an operator T : Lp(m H*)  L p(B$, +$ ;  H*) by
T!( } , 0)=- 2a&1 (d+$)(}$+LG)&1 (}$&L)12 !,
T!( } , 1)=(DG 7+i(DG))(}$+LG)&1 (}$&L)12 !.
By Lemma 5.4, this is well defined and T is bounded. Let us estimate the
norm of T! when p=2. For ! # L2(m H*), set ‘=(}$+LG)&1
(}$&L)12 !. Let 0<s<1. Then
&T!&22=2a
&1 &(d+$) ‘&22+&DG 7 ‘+i(DG) ‘&
2
2
=2a&1(m &‘&22+&D‘&
2
2)+& |DG|H* ‘&
2
2
2a&1(m &‘&22+&D‘&
2
2)+(1&s)(2a
&1 &D‘&22+b &‘&
2
2)
+s & |DG|H* ‘&22 (by Lemma 3.1, b=a
&1 log M)
=2a&1(2&s) &D‘&22+s & |DG|H* ‘&22+b$ &‘&22 .
(b$=2a&1m+(1&s) b)
Take s=8(a+4)<1. Then
=2&1s &D‘&22+s & |DG| H* ‘&
2
2+b$ &‘&
2
2
2&1s( (&L+2 |DG| 2H*) ‘, ‘) +b$}$
&1 &‘&21, 2, }$ .
By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.4, this is further dominated by
2&1s &‘&21, 2, }$, G+b$}$
&1$&21 &‘&
2
1, 2, }$, G=(2
&1s+b$}$&1$&21 ) &!&
2
2 .
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From the RieszThorin interpolation theorem,
&T!&p- s2 (1+=) &!&p
for p near to 2 and large }. Consequently we have
S(1+=) 21q - s2 (1+=) &|$&p .
Taking = small and p near to 2, we obtain
&(}+g G, m) |&&1, p, }$$ &|$&p=$ &|&1, p, }$, G
for some $>0. The converse inequality is more easily proved. Since
& }&1, p, }$, G is equivalent to & }&1, p, }$ , we conclude that there exist r>1,
}0>0, c1>0, c2>0, such that
c1 &|&1, p, }$&(}+g G, m) |&&1, p, }$c2 &|&1, p, }$
for p # (1+r&1, 1+r) and }}0 . These constants are taken independently
of the choice of G. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we see
that }+g G, m : D p1(
m H*)  D p&1(
m H*) is bijective. Then
&(}+g G, m)&1&L p  L p
&(}$&L)&12&L p  L p &(}$&L)12 (}+g G, m)&1 (}$&L)12&L p  L p
_&(}$&L)&12&L p  L p
c&11 }
&1.
Let DG, m, p=(}+g G, m)&1 (L p(m H*)), which is independent of the
choice of }}0 . (}+g G, m , DG, m, p) is a closed operator on Lp(m H*).
Also, DG, m, p is dense in Lp(m H*). Therefore by the operator calculus,
(1?) 0 *
&12(*+}$0+g G, m)&1 d*, }$0=}0+1 is well defined and con-
sistent with (}$0+g G, m)&12 on L p(m H*) & L2(m H*). Then
(}$0+g G, m)&12 can be defined as a bounded operator on Lp(m H*).
Take p1 and p2 with 1+r&1<p1<2<p2<1+r. By Theorem A.1.3, the
boundedness of (}$0+g G, m)&12 both on L p1(m H*) and on L p2(m H*)
induces the boundedness on L2 logs L(m H*) for any s # R. On the
other hand, (}$0+g G, m)&12 is also a bounded operator from L2(m H*)
to L2 log L(m H*), by Proposition 3.4 and Corollary A.2.4. By
Theorem A.1.2, (}$0+g G, m)&12 is bounded from L2 log L(m H*) to
L2 log2&s&1 L(m H*) for any s>1.
Consequently, we have shown that (}$0+g G, m)&1 is bounded from
L2(m H*) to D12(
m H*) & L2 log32 L(m H*), and that its operator
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norm is dominated by some C which is independent of the choice of G.
Then
&(}$0+g Fn , m)
&1&(}$0+g F, m)&1&L2  L2
=&(}$0+g Fn , m)
&1 (g F, m&g Fn , m)(}$0+g F, m)
&1&L2  L2
&(}$0+g F, m)&1&(D12 & L2 log32 L)*  L2
_&g F, m&g Fn , m &D12 & L2 log32 L  (D12 & L2 log32 L)*
_&(}$0+g F, m)&1&L2  D12 & L2 log32 L
C 2 sup( (g F, m&g Fn , m) |, ’)
=C 2 sup((d|&DF 7 |, d’&DF 7 ’)
+($|&i(DF ) |, $’&i(DF ) ’) &(d|&DFn 7 |, d’&DFn 7 ’)
&($|&i(DFn) |, $’&i(DFn) ’) )
=C 2 sup[(d|&DFn 7|, (DFn&DF ) 7 ’)
+( (DFn&DF ) 7 |, d’&DF 7 ’)
+($|&i(DFn) |, i(DFn&DF ) ’)
+(i(DFn&DF ) |, $’&i(DF ) ’)]
C 2 sup[(&d|&2+&DFn 7 |&2+&$|&2
+&i(DFn) |&2) & |DFn&DF |H* ’&2
+(&d’&2+&DFn 7 ’&2+&$’&2+&i(DFn) ’&2) & |DFn&DF | H* |&2]
C 2 sup(C$ & |DFn&DF |H* ’&2+C$ & |DFn&DF | H* |&2)
(by Lemma 3.1).
Here sup is referred to the supremum when | and ’ run in the set of
[! # D21(
m H*) & L2 log32 L(m H*); &!&D12+&!&L2 log32 L1], and the
constant C $ depends only on m, a, and M. By Young’s inequality, for any
=>0 and ! # L2 log32 L(m H*) the norm of which does not exceed 1,
E[ |DFn&DF | 2H* |!|
2
AHS]
=E[(= } =&1 |DFn&DF | 43H* |!|
43
AHS)
32]
E[[=(exp(=&1 |DFn&DF | 43H*)+|!|
43
AHS log
+ |!| 43AHS)]
32]
E[=32212[exp( 32=
&1 |DFn&DF | 43H*)+|!|
2
AHS (
4
3 log
+ |!|AHS)32]]
(2=3)12 E[exp( 32=
&1 |DFn&DF | 43H*)+(
4
3)
32].
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By (5.5) [exp( 32=
&1 |DFn&DF | 43H*)]n is uniformly integrable and we have
lim
n  
sup
&!&L2 log32 L1
E[|DFn&DF | 2H* |!|
2
AHS](2=
3)12 [1+(43)32].
Hence
lim
n  
&(}$0&g Fn , m)
&1&(}$0&g F, m)&1&L2  L2
 lim
n  
C 2[C $ sup
&’&L2 log32 L1
& |DFn&DF |H* |’| AHS &2
+C $ sup
&|&L2 log32 L1
& |DFn&DF |H* |||AHS&2]
2C 2C $(2=3)14 [1+(43)32]12.
As = is arbitrary, g Fn , m converges to g F, m in the norm resolvent sense.
Step 4. The claim of the theorem hold for F.
Proof. First we remark the following facts of the basic operator theory.
Lemma 5.7. Let [An]n=1, A be self-adjoint operators and An converges
to A in the norm resolvent sense. Then it holds that
(S1) x # _(A)
if and only if
(S2) there exists a sequence [xn] such that xn  x and xn # _(An) for
large n, and that
(E1) x # _ess(A)
if and only if
(E2) there exists a sequence [xn] such that xn  x and xn # _ess(An)
for large n.
Proof. For the equivalence of (S1) and (S2), see, e.g., [12,
Theorem VIII. 23, 24]. Suppose x  _ess(A). There exists some =>0
such that dim(Ran(P(x&=, x+=)(A)))< and x&=, x+=  _(A). Here P
stands for the projection operator. Then P(x&=, x+=)(An) converges to
P(x&=, x+=)(A) in the norm sense. Hence for sufficiently large n,
P(x&=, x+=)(An) has finite dimensional range. This implies that (E2) does
not hold.
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Conversely, suppose (E2) does not hold. Then we can take =>0 and a
sequence [ni] A  such that
dim(Ran(P[x&=, x+=](Ani)))<. (5.7)
Let ,=, x be a non-negative continuous function on R such that ,=, x(t)=1
if t # [x&=2, x+=2] and ,=, x(t)=0 if t # (x&=, x+=)C. From (5.7),
P[x&=, x+=](Ani) is a compact operator, which implies so is ,=, x(Ani). Since
,=, x(Ani) converges to ,=, x(A) in the norm sense, ,=, x(A) is also a compact
operator. Hence P(x&=2, x+=2)(A) is a compact operator, and particularly
has finite dimensional range. Therefore (E1) does not hold. K
Now we prove (5.1). Take x # _(g F, m&k), k=0 or 1. By (S1) O (S2), we
can choose a sequence [xn] such that xn # _(g Fn , m&k) for large n and
xn  x as n  . Since xn+1 # _ess(g Fn , m) by Step 2, x+1 # _ess(g F, m)
by (E2) O (E1). Next let x # _ess(g F, m). Using (E1) O (E2) we can choose
a sequence [xn] such that xn # _ess(g Fn , m) for large n and xn  x. By
Step 2, xn&1 # _(g Fn , m) _ _(g Fn , m&1). We can take a subsequence of
[xnj] so that xnj&1 # _(g Fnj , m&k) for all j for k=0 or 1. By (S2) O (S1),
we conclude that x&1 # _(g F, m) _ _(g F, m&1). This completes the proof
of the theorem. K
Corollary 5.8. It holds that
(1) For each m, gF, m has only discrete spectra in [0, 1).
(2) [1, 2, 3, ...]/_ess(gF, 0) and [m, m+1, m+2, ...]/_ess(gF, m)
for m1.
(3) For each m, _(gF, m) is a countable set. In particular, gF, m is
spectrally discontinuous.
Proof. (1) Since gF, m is a positive operator for all m,
_ess(gF, m) & [0, 1)=((_(gF, m) _ _(gF, m&1)) & [&1, 0))+1=<.
(2) Since 0 is an eigenvalue of gF, 0 , the assertion follows from the
inductive argument.
(3) From (1), _(gF, m) & [0, 1) is at most countable for any m. This
implies _ess(gF, m) & [1, 2), therefore _(gF, m) & [1, 2), is also at most
countable. By induction, _(gF, m) & [k, k+1) is at most countable for any
k # N. On the other hand, _(gF, m) contains countable elements by (2), so
the assertion holds. K
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6. THE HODGEKODAIRA DECOMPOSITION
In Lemma 4.3, we proved a decomposition of the HodgeKodaira type.
If gF, m has a spectral gap, we have a stricter result.
Theorem 6.1. Under Assumption (II), we have
L2(+ ; m H*)=Ran d F, m&1 Ran $ F, mH F, m , (6.1)
L2(+F ; m H*)=Ran dF, m&1 Ran $F, mHF, m . (6.2)
Further, we have $ *F, m=d F, m .
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 5.8(1), c :=inf[_(ll F )"[0]]
>0. Set \(x)=x&1 } 1[xc] and define \(l

l F ) in the sense of the operator
calculus. Then for any | # L2( H*), \(ll F ) | # Dom(l

l F ). We also see
|&ll F \(l

l F ) | # Ker l

l F and
ll F \(l

l F ) |=Q
2
F \(l

l F ) |=d F Q F \(l

l F ) |+$ F Q F \(l

l F ) |.
Here the last equality follows from (3.7). Therefore | can be written as a
sum of the elements in Ran d F , Ran $ F and Ker g F . Restricting these to
L2(m H*) and using (4.2), we get (6.1). From unitary equivalence, we
obtain (6.2). By (4.4), we also have
Ran d F, m/Ran $ *F, m/Ran d F, m=Ran d F, m .
This implies that Ran d F, m=Ran $ *F, m . In order to prove that d F, m=$ *F, m ,
it is enough to show that Dom($ *F, m)/Dom(d F, m). Take | # Dom($ *F, m)
and let ’=$ *F, m |. Since Ran d F, m=Ran $ *F, m , there exists |~ # Dom(d F, m)
such that d F, m |~ =’. Hence $ *F, m |~ =’, which implies that |&|~ #
Ker $ *F, m . By (4.5), we conclude that |=(|&|~ )+|~ # Dom(d F, m). There-
fore Dom($ *F, m)/Dom(d F, m). K
APPENDIX: ORLICZ SPACES
A.1. Interpolation of Orlicz Spaces
Let (0, B, m) be a probability space and let K be a real or complex
separable Hilbert space. We write its norm simply as | } |. For p # (1, ) and
r # R, we fix an strictly increasing, convex function 8p, r on R+ such that
8p, r(0)=0, 8p, r(t)=t p(log t)r for large t. When r0, we further assume
that 8p, r(t)t p(log+ t)r for any t. Here log+ t=(log t) 6 0.
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Definition A.1.1. The Orlicz spaces L p logr L and L p logr L(K) for
p # (1, ) and r # R are defined by
L p logr L={ f } f is a measurable function on 0 and & f &L p logr L=inf[*>0; 0 8p, r( | f (x)|*) m(dx)1]< = ,
L p logr L(K)={u } u is a K-valued measurable function on 0 and&u&L p logr L=& |u| &Lp logr L< = .
These are Banach spaces under the norm & }&Lp logr L .
In the conditions of 8p, r , the assumption 8p, r(t)t p(log+ t)r when
r0 is purely due to simplifying calculation. Note that f # L p logr L(K)
implies that 8p, r( | f | ) # L1; in particular, & f &L p logr L1 implies that
0 | f (x)| p (log+ | f (x)| )r m(dx)1 when r0. To state interpolation of
Orlicz spaces, we prepare a general framework.
We say [X0 , X1] is an interpolation pair if each X0 and X1 is a topologi-
cal vector space (TVS for short) and continuously imbedded in another
TVS. For interpolation pairs [X0 , X1] and [Y0 , Y1], we denote by
L([X0 , X1], [Y0 , Y1]) the set of a continuous linear map T from X0+X1
to Y0+Y1 such that the restriction map of T : Xi  Yi (i=0, 1) is well
defined and continuous. When Xi=Yi (i=0, 1), we write L([X0 , X1]).
TVS X is said to be an interpolation space of [X0 , X1] when
X0 & X1YXYX0+X1
and for any T # L([X0 , X1]), T  X is a continuous map from X to itself.
Let C be a class of interpolation pairs. When each interpolation pair
[X0 , X1] in C corresponds to an interpolation space (X0 , X1) , this corre-
spondence is said to be an interpolation functor if for any [X0 , X1],
[Y0 , Y1] in C and any T # L([X0 , X1], [Y0 , Y1]), the restriction of
T : (X0 , X1)  (Y0 , Y1) is well defined and continuous.
Here, we consider C be a class of interpolation pairs of Banach spaces
of separable Hilbert space valued functions on 0. Then we have the follow-
ing interpolation theorems.
Theorem A.1.2 (e.g., [9, Corollary 8.1]). Let p0 , p1 # (1, ), s0 , s1 # R,
and % # (0, 1). The correspondence of [L p0 logs0 L(K), L p1 logs1 L(K)] to
L p logs L(K), where 1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 , sp=s0(1&%)p0+s1%p1 , is
an interpolation functor.
Theorem A.1.3 [9, Proposition 8.2]. Let 1<p0<p1<, % # (0, 1),
and # # R. The correspondence of [L p0(K), L p1(K )] to L p logs L(K), where
1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 , s=#p, is an interpolation functor.
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In both cases, for each interpolation pair [X0 , X1], [Y0 , Y1], there
exists C>0 such that
&T&(X0 , X1)  (Y0 , Y1)C(&T&X0  Y0 6 &T&X1  Y1)
for any T # L([X0 , X1], [Y0 , Y1]).
Remark A.1.4. In [9], more general spaces but only scalar valued func-
tions are considered. We can use the proofs by replacing Khintchin’s
inequality [9, Proposition 3.4] with its Hilbert space valued version.
A.2. Imbedding Theorem.
We discuss the infinite dimensional version of Sobolev’s imbedding
theorem in a general scheme, following [15]. Suppose we are given a
strongly continuous, Markovian, conservative, symmetric semigroup [Tt]
on L2(0, m). We denote the associated bilinear form by E. By the
RieszThorin interpolation theorem and duality, [Tt] is seen to be the
semigroup on L p=L p(0, m) for 1p. Also, for 1p<, [Tt] on
L p is strongly continuous. Hence we can consider the generator Ap on L p
for 1p<. Since Ap1#Ap2 for 1p1<p2<, we omit the subscript
when we need not specify the acting space. Suppose we are also given a
strongly continuous semigroup [T9 t] on L2(0, m; K ). Its generator is
denoted by A9 . As for the connection between [Tt] and [T9 t], we assume
the following: for some *0,
|T9 t u|e*tTt |u| (A.2.1)
for any t>0 and ; # L2(0, m; K ). Sufficient conditions of (A.2.1) are given
in [15].
Under these assumptions, we have the following
Proposition A.2.1 [15]. For any p # [1, ), [T9 t] is a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup on L p(K )=L p(0, m; K).
Then (A.2.1) holds for all u # L1(K ). The generator of [T9 t] on L p(K ) is
denoted by A9 p . It holds that A9 p1#A9 p2 for 1p1<p2<.
For s>0, we can define the fractional power of the generators A and A9 by
(}&A)&s=
1
1(s2) |

0
ts2&1e&}tTt dt, }>0
and
(}&A9 )&s=
1
1(s2) |

0
ts2&1e&}tT9 t dt, }>*.
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From (A.2.1), we have
|(}+*&A9 )&s u|(}&A)&s |u| (A.2.2)
for }>0, s>0, and u # L1(K).
We also assume that E satisfies the defective logarithmic Sobolev
inequality: there exist some :>0 and ;0 such that
|
0
f 2 log( f 2& f &22) dm:E( f, f )+; & f &
2
2 , f # Dom(E). (A.2.3)
It [T9 t] is symmetric, we have
|
0
|u| 2 log( |u| 2&u&22) dm:E9 (u, u)+(;+*) &u&
2
2 , u # Dom(E9 ),
(A.2.4)
where E9 is the symmetric bilinear form associated with A9 2 ([15]).
Example A.2.2. Let
(0, B, m)=an abstract Wiener space with some CamerionMartin space,
A=L (the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator),
A9 =L (the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator acting on L2(0, m; K )).
Then (A.2.1) and (A.2.3) hold for *=0, :=2, and ;=0.
The following is an extension of the results of Feissner [7] and Bakry
and Meyer [5] to Hilbert space valued functions.
Theorem A.2.3. For any p # (1, ), r # R, }>0, and s>0,
(}+*&A9 )&s is a bounded operator from L p logr L(K) to L p logr+ps L(K).
Proof. By the essentially same argument as in [5], (}&A)&s is a
bounded operator from L p logr L to L p logr+ps L for p # (1, ), r # R,
}>0, and s>0. This and (A.2.2) imply the theorem. K
Corollary A.2.4. Let (B, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space. For
1<p< and s0, the Sobolev space D ps (K ) is continuously imbedded in
L p log ps2 L(K ).
Proof. Apply Theorem A.2.3 to Example A.2.2 with r=0. K
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